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Ferlinghetti
poems wow
audience
JAMILA JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
Beneath ablanket ofpeering eyes
Lawrence Ferlinghetti proclaimed,
"Good God poets, get back in your
closets," resulting in a warm laughter from the Seattle University audience.
Ferlinghetti brought in a large
crowd at last Thursday's Writer's
Reading Series poetry reading and
left the packed bodies standing in
the Wyckoff Auditorium hanging
offhis words.
The audience came to see a poetry reading, but Ferlinghetti saw
the assembl-y as a g.ood v/av to turn

the American Empire back into a

republic, as he explained. Three
poems wereread duringthe hourof
hiscompany,but mostlyFerJinghetti
just spoke of various issues ;md
interactedwith the group.
Ferlinghettihad just returned to
the United Statesafter traveling in
Greecefor several weeks.TwopoA new sculpture depicting the VirginMary called "Grata Plena" was installed in the Chapelof St. Ignatius on Monday.
ets from every nation were selected
For the full story turn to page8 in Features.
toread a poem to the DelphiOracle.
Ferlighetti, being one of those chosen, spoke about his trip and read
the poemhe had read to the Oracle.
The poets were not allowed to get
closeto the actuallegendaryOracle
spot. Insteadthe poets read several
miles awaybecausetourism wasso
plete
rooting
Santos
in
the
CORE
curriculum
andstaff.
turnaround
in
hisview
overwhelmingthat the event could
J.C
proposed
sophomore
Another
idea
was
also
"'lt
statement
ft
in
says
Reporter
in
themission
Deanna
Driver's
not
have taken place in the actual
Staff
in which service opportunities are that this [service] is what we're March29 column in T/?? Spectator area.
Recent talksaboutimplementing not required,but widely available about,and we'recontradictingour- and an oldChinese proverb.
The poem Ferlinghetti had read
mandatorycommunity service for and more stronglyencouraged.
"A step back always provides a to theOracle was read to the eager
selves by not doing it," she said.
Despite the rough form of the
SeattleUniversity students, faculty
Some students more avidly op- bigger picture," Numrich recited, SU crowd. The poem was about a
and staff have stirredup some seri- plan, many peoplealreadyhavewell pose the idea of required service "so rather than going with my ini- blindfolded poet who saw nothing
ous debate around campus.
developedopinions. Some ofthose work. Senior Joe Tynan's Letter to tial revulsion, Itook a step back- and would do anything to keep it
The issue was addressed in an who demonstrated theirpositions at the Editor in the April 5 The Spec- ward."
that way. His voice rose as "Get
He believes that the idea could your ownblindfold.Youcan'thave
open forum onApril4,butis onlyin the forum, however,have had sec- tator saidthat the plan is a "hypoits conversational stage. While no ond thoughtsononekey wordinthe critical policy" to force people to work in a plan where administra- mine," lefthis lips in a distinct tone
tors, faculty and staff wouldbe the
specifics have beendrawn out just proposal:mandatory.
volunteer.
that seemed comfortable onlywith
Wilcynski
beganin
"They're[students]
there
area
few
alternaSeniorKaren
possible
going
not
to first to be immersed into the pro- Ferlinghetti.
yet,
tives floating around the debate.
favor of mandatory service work, do it for the sheer goodness of it; gram, followed by incoming freshAfterwards the reading became
Requiringall faculty,students and but after pondering the issue fur- they'lljust see it as another require- men who wouldbe informed of the
See Ferlinghetti on page 2
staff to take on some sort of com- ther,thewordmandatoryjustlooked ment for graduation," Tynan said. requirement during the application
munity service wastheoriginal idea. moreand more ugly. "If it's going
Tynan also expressed somecon- process.This way,current students
This includes everybody from stu- to be mandatory, that's the wrong cern for faculty and staff members wouldnotbe forcedintosomething
dents and professors to librarians reason for a person to do service," who don't have time to do extra they didn'toriginallysign up for.
Wilcynski said.
and plant services employees.
work and who feel underpaid for
"'lmagine what5.000 actsofgoodBut she still believescommunity the work they do.
will could do," Numrich said.
Another plan wouldbe to make it
mandatory only for students,possi- service shouldbe a givenina Jesuit
Mandatory community service is
And while that seems to be the
bly includingaservicelearningclass institution for all students, faculty attitudeamongstseveralstaff mem- integrated in some SU courses,but
bers,Mike Numrich, who worksfor in most cases, mandatory is flexservices feels thatthe require- ible.
plant
Sports..
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ment of service could be incorpoDr. George Kunz teaches an in-
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rated in the curriculum providing it troductory psychology class in
is done in the right manner.
which community service is actuLIZRANKOS / PHOTO EDITOR
Numrich adamantly opposed the ally a graded part of the class. StuFerlinghetti
Lawrence
sifinedbooks
idea at the forum, butmade acomSee Service on page 2 in the Casey Atrium.
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Ferlinghetti: still talking about the revolution at 82 years
From page one

in the woodsinsearch of thehouse.

open toconversationand questions.
Ferlinghetti covered a variety of
topics, and although the questions
led more often than not to another
tangent this was a progressive

The next morning Ferlinghetti
found Kerouac passed out in the
middle ofa field.This storyeventually merged into "How Jack
Kerouac nevermet Henry Miller,"
but no one really seemed to mind
the transition in topics.
Before closing withtwo final poems Ferlinghetti explainedthe state
of his publishing company, City
Lights.
"You can not publish a revolution if thereisn't one," Ferlinghetti
said witha sense of nostalgia.
Currently his companypublishes
the struggles of third world writers
and women because the struggle is
still present.
With five minutes remaining
Ferlinghetti,pickeduphisbookand
hedecided toread twomorepoems.
Theaudience respondedenthusiastically to his reading. The applause waslongandrolling,and the
laughter and ironic realizationsof
subtext were rapid.
Ferlinghetti left Wyckoff definitely living up to the reputation
thathas precededhim.
The face of this poet, with 82
years under hisbelt, turned a shade
of pink andchuckeldabouthisEagle
Scout past.His mature,butplayful,
matter influenced his words and
enhancedthe SU community.

assembly.
Thequestions began torise faster
then hands couldbe raised.
The fate ofPacifica's WBAI station wasatopic ofwhich Ferlinghetti
spoke passionately.He coveredthe
infringements onfreedomofspeech
and corporate sale.
He tried to educate the audience
the way he thought fit.
He had a short-lived job as a
professor once, lasting all of two
weeks. Although he was fired, it
seemedobvious thathe lovesteaching, just not in that conventional
way.

Ferlinghettispokeof poetryworkshops as aplague, a format not tobe
followed,not to be listened to and
an event which one should never

attend.
However, the gathering in
Wyckoff that day mayhave accomplished the ends that poetry workshops should be trying to achieve,
only with a much differentmeans.
Although little poetry was read,
the life of the Ferlinghetti and the
causes that drovehim to write were

shared and glowed past the endof

LawerenceFerlinghettisignsbooksfor along lineofstudents.His reading,heldinthe WyckoffAuditorium was
packedtightly.

the reading. Ferlinghetti also exHe told the theman amusinganplained, on request, several inci- ecdote.
dentsfor whichhehad gainedfame.
It all began with Ferlinghetti inA spectator asked about viting Kerouac toBig Sur to dry out
Ferlinghetti's involvement inJack from the alcohol that had been
Kerouac's novel BigSur. This part drenching his writing.
FerlinghettiadmittedthatBigSur
of the event captivated his audience.
hadbeen sorry incomparison tohis

earlier works;this couldhave todo
with incidents like the one
Ferlinghetti began to explain.
Kerouac had taken a taxi about
threehours out of SanFrancisco to
Big Sur 12 hours later thenhad had
been expected,but because of his
levelofintoxicationhad gottenlost

Service: campus debates about possible service requirement
trom page one
-dents are expectedto ■WTit.e a term
paperbasedon theirexperiences at

the their venues.

soupkitchens,localmiddle schools,
nursinghomes andother organizations to volunteer a specific number ofhours set up by the univer-

However, if for some reason the
student can innopossible wayadopt

students call it a goodexperience
For faculty and staff, wouldthis
when the quarter is over, despite meanshorter workhours,and would
any clamor of criticism that may they get paid forit? Andif they got
have occurred on the first day of paid, would it really be volunteer
class.
work? Even after those questions

sity.
"When you go out there, you
If this requirement is to be emcommunity service, other arrange- learn about real people instead of ployed, then a number ofquestions
ments can be made.
these imagesor stereotypes,"Kunz stillneed to be answered.
Thispractice is betterknown as a said.
How many hours of community
Service Learning Program, where
In his service learning class,he servicewouldberequired,orwould
students go out to locations such as cites that nearly every one of his it be a course in itself?

are answered, thereis still the matter ofdeciding whether it is agood
policy that will work.
Liz Skofield, Director of Cam-

pus Life, also attended the forum,
and said she wouldbe surprised if

this plan is implementedinthe near
future.
"At universities, you have those

conversations yearsbefore anything
happens," Skofield said.
Those who attended the forum
seemed to agree that community
service shouldnotbe a requirement
to graduate but rather it should be
morerigorously encouragedby the
university.

SU students start up sailing club
NICOLE RETANA
Staff Reporter

citedly happy and terribly scared and sailingsuddenlybecomesadipA regattais amultitude of small
all at the sametime.Itis theharmo- lomatic affair between you and the races done overthe course ofaday.
nious balance of pressure that the power of nature."
Firstplace winners get onepoint for
Riding on the wavesof passion windagainst thesails creates which
It is the team's passion that is being first, two points are given to
and determination, three students not only guides the sailboat for- motivatingthemto financemuchof secondplace and three points go to
place.
maneuver their way throughpaper- ward,but alsoguides me forward." the costs out of their own pockets third
work, phone-tag and financial unFarnum feels the same way. He and from support from their fami- The team with the least amount of
points wins.
certainties toward a shining har- also is propelled
—
by the challenge
bor a sailing team of their own.
The team will
Brooke Beckos, Andrew Farnum that lies within.
be sailing two
and Justin Nodolfhave tired of the
"Sailing is at
small (13-"Sailing suddenly becomes a
current sailing program where Se- onceboth liberat17"), one dediplomatic affair between you and
sign centerattle University students sail for ing and consuming. At the comother schools.
board boats
the power of
per race with
"We are not initiating a sailing petitive level,
club,but rather a small competitive sailing is one of
no
more than
nodolf, sophomorecivil
team," Famum, a junior majoring the few sports of
two persons
engineeringmajor
ineconomics explained.
per boat for
mind.
Your
"Through our relationship with height
and
FJs and one

nature."

Justin

the IntercollegiateSailingAssociation(ICSA), we havebeen offered
an opportunity to represent the

strengthare leftat
thedock and give way toyourexperience,planning and confidence."

lies. Although, they definitely
wouldn't be opposed to aid from
University Sports or even SU sailing alumni.
A hugechunk of the cost has also
Ibeen alleviated by Washington and
',Seattle Yacht Club resources who
iwill lend the team Flying Junior
I(FJs) and lasers, the types ofboats
Ithey will be sailing at regattas, so
Ithe team orSU will not have tobuy

The third member of the trio is
Redhawks alongside varsity proNodolf, a sophomore majoring in
grams from schools nationwide."
Beckos, a sophomore majoring civilengineering. A fiberglass boat
insociology,hasbeen sailing since glidingalong blue ridges removes
she was six-years-old. She doesn't him from everyday stresses.
sail as a pastime.
"The thingIlovemost aboutsail"For me, sailing is more than a ing is the quietness," he said.
"When you areon the water, all
sport. It is apassion," she said.
"Sailing allows for me to feel youhearis the windand the waves.
thrilled,nervous,intense,calm, ex- Theyareyourallyandyourenemy; (or rent ones.

person per laand
ser.Both Famum
Beckos have
been sailing on the East Coast for
most of their lives.
Farnum learned to

sail both his
fatherandgrandfatherand then went
tostudysailing at theEastGreen'ion
wich Y.C. In 1995, he took the
<Greenwich Bay Sailing AssociaItion Cruising Trophy home.
Beckos likewise learned to sail
Ifrom her familyandcarries out the
Itasks of skipper or tactician in most
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of her races.

"Asatactician my positionon the
sailboat is inthe cockpit, in whichI
trim the jib andcall the tactics during the race. As a skipper, Iam in
charge of the direction of the boat
and thesafety ofmy crewmember(s)
at all times."
Nodolfis a trimmerinmost ofhis
races as he stresses the importance
ofcamaraderie within theboat.
"It's important to have extreme
patience and to have a thorough
understanding of your teammates,"
hesaid."When you areon the boat,
it must become an entity of all of
you. There are no individuals out
there and without trust it's hard to
win races."
Farnumagreesthat thereis a sense
of comradeship among sailors because sailors must trust their mates
to do their work.
"When a tack, gybe,or even the
simplest activity is initiated on the
water, it must be completed 100
percent."
The team is looking for a fourth
mate. They wouldprefer a girl with
racingexperience tomake the team
balanced with sexes.But they are
not limiting their options.

News
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SECURITY REPORT
AUSTIN BURTON
StaffReporter

Uiasssup!

Fire Rlarm
Monday: 4-9-01

At 9:15 a.m. Campus Public
Safety and the Seattle Fire Department responded to a fire alarm that
was triggeredin Pigott.

Theorigin of the alarm wasfound
to be a smoke detector in an electrical closet.
Neither CPS nor SFD know what
caused the alarm to be triggered. So
far they considerdust to be the primary suspect.

staff that he hadbeen asked to exit
a Metro bus by a transit employee.
Saturday: 4-14-01
An RA in Campion Tower re- After CPS was able to get the conportedexcessive noisecoming from tact informationofthe transit office
the angry man left campus.
a resident's roomat 3:35 a.m.
Authorities found 16 empty beer
How weak was
containers among the underage
drinkers. The student conduct systhe car?
tem is handling theincident.
Thursday: 4-12-01
At8:30p.m.CPSreceived anumRambling Raucous ber of calls regarding an accident
on 12 thand E. Columbia.
Wednesday: 4-11-01
The two parties involved were
CPS was called about a disturbance in the Law Clinic. The non- SU students, one of whom was in a
campus cummunity member-even- car and the other ona scooter. Neiseriously injured.
tually settled down and told CPS ther was

Wishes come true

Theindelible mark of AIDShas

a tremendous impact ona life.The

:ir

effects of the disease places one
face-to-face with segregation, terminal fear, and grief.
Three people'slives, whichhave
been changed by AIDS, spoke yes-

'^f^

v>

use

your own library!
Friday: 4-13-01

A Universityof Washington stu-

CPS arrived and searched the

buildingwhere theylearned of some

missing laptop computer.
CPS linked the crimes to a non-

university individual who was a

dent reported his 1986 grey Toyota friendofanotherCampionresident.
was stolen from the Library West Seattle Police are investigating the
lot. Seattle police are investigating situation.
the theft.

Breakiny and
Enteriny
Saturday: 4-14-01

At 4 a.m. a Campion resident

Huto Theft
Thursday: 4-12-01

A campus community member
reported thathis vehiclewas stolen.
The 1991 silver four-door Saturn
was stolen from the Murphy Ga-

called CPS when she noticed a
strange man standing in her room rage.
while she and her roommate slept.

AIDS speakers impact SU
ScanReid
Staff Reporter

« IlIU31/I-J?CITY

Newt time

TimFreiwhois living with AIDS, who are dealing withAIDS.
spoke of his many brushes with
Shiels narrated his life as a
death from five cases of cancer and Catholic priest for 23 years, beadisease brought on by AIDS medi- fore he left the seminary to care
cation.Freialso faced ostracization for his AIDS infected nephew.
from his conservative family, after Shiels, now an open homosexual
coming out to his wife and five with a partner of four years, said
children that he is a homosexual. he considers himself a "spiritual
He was disowned years later after care-giver"for theresidents in his

terday, fromnoon to 1p.m. in the
Casey Atrium as part of the

discoveringheandhispartner were house.
infected withHIV.
Shielsclosedthe session with a
Wellness and Prevention Center's
EdShiels,another speakerhasn't plea for the listeners to "love
programs for AIDS Awareness contracted HIV,buthe mana&es a wcondUonaUy" those w\th, and
house and cares for the residents without, AIDS.
Week.

LIZ RANKOS / PHOTOEDITOR

Marketing Club officers kick offthe Make-A-Wish coin drive. Donation _
bottles willbeon campusuntilApril 30.Allproceeds go togranting wishes

for terminally illchildren.
Interested in learningabout developing nations abroad?
Applications for the International DevelopmentInternshipprogram
are now available outside Loyola510.

The Spectator is now
accepting applications
for

Editor-in-Chief
Ifyou're interested in journalism, writing,
editing, setting budgets and administration,
submit a cover letter, resume, at least 5 clips
and three references to:
Nancy Gerou
Assistant Vice President ofStudent Development
900Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122

The deadline is
Thursday, May 3

you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the

tuition].

Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll
not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
Stop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY ROTC

P^^j
K^
Lp^jP""S
KOn|
vJr^frSj

Unlike any other coLlege course you can take.

2 Year Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.

Call (206) 296-6060 for more information
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Opinion

Editorial
Service should not be
mandatory
Over the past few weeks, the pages of The Spectator's
Opinion section have been filled with the ongoing debate
over whether or not Seattle University should adopt amandatory public service requirement as part of the university
CORE curriculum.
Having a mandatory service requirement, which a student
would need to fulfill to graduate, seems to contradict the
spirit of community service that is a part of SU's mission.
Forcing students to docommunity service may even create
resentment toward the school and local community from
thosestudentswho feel trapped and don't wish to takepart
in volunteer work.
Additionally,itis not fair to expectthe organizationsinour
community to absorb the vast numbers of volunteers the
requirement would create, especially if they are volunteers
by obligation instead of desire.
Instead, theuniversity should concentrate on encouraging
students to do more volunteer work of their own accord,
perhapsthrough some incentive programlike a small tuition
remission.

The university may wish to consider establishing anOffice
of Community Service on campus thatspecializes inplacing
SU students in local volunteer programs. Establishing a
separate office for this purpose would raise campus awareness of service opportunities and create a stronger partnership withthe community.
As the debate over the service requirement continues,The
Spectator hopes the administration carefully examines all
sides of the issue before moving forward.

letters to
the

Editor

Service

see our condition might be the result of our national religionhaving
become television and sports?
There's no traffic on Super Bowl
Sunday,kids!It'sbiggerthanChristmas!Does "breadand circuses"ring
At first mention of a possible abell?
The SpectatorEditorial Board consists of Katie Ching, Jim
In her column three weeks ago,
requirement
of service for faculty,
Rennie and Amy Jenniges.Signedcommentaries reflect the
opinions

of the authors and not

necessarily

those of

Spectator ,Seattle University or its student body.

s

battle

—

f—

v

miverslty

Keeping watchsince

KatieChing, Editor-in-Chief
Amy Jenniges,ManagingEditor
Brooke Kempner,Lead StoryEditor
Amy Baranski,News Editor
Jim Rennie,OpinionEditor
Jeff Dorion, FeaturesEditor
NicoleGyulay, A & E Editor
AlexisJuday-Marshall,Sports
Editor
Devin Sullivan,Copy Editor
Sonia Ruiz, Copy Editor
j LizRankos,Photo Editor
" ErinRobinson, PhotoEditor
| James Nau, Editorial Artist

—

1933

Reg.

staff and students, Iexperienceda

the revulsion not unlike the one Ihad
wastold to
when growingup whenI
"benice" toone of my seven sisters,
at the very time "being nice" was
the last thing on my mind. The
notion of service being required
seemed tome, at first glimpse,to be
moronic and self-defeating.

Mike Balbin,EditorialArtist
Scan Cooper,Editorial Artist
Shannon Van Liew,Editorial
Artist
Brandy Gevers,Business Manager
Ben Stangland,Advertising
Manager
Tomas Guillen, Advisor

But recently, afterhearing about

an ancient bit of Chinese wisdom,
which held that "a step backward
provides a bigger picture," Ibegan
to think about it more. Inoticedthat
the entropy of our everyday existence seems to be moving toward
dissolution, disarray, dissonance
and selfishness, rather than toward
solution,resolution,orderand gen-

Staff writers:CarlBergquist,
Austin Burton, Jake Faris,
Cheryl Farrish, Shanti Hahler,
Jamila Johnson,U-Wen Lee
and Scan Reid

erosity.
Witnessour ownexperience.Our
desks become cluttered, our relationships tangled and both require
initial,activeand ongoingeffortto
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Ms. Driver spokeeloquentlyabout
ourmission as members of the Seattle University community. The
questionseems tobe whether ornot
we choose to accept that mission.
There is a range fire of selfishness
and greed heading our way which
threatensto consume us, andunless
we startsetting some"back fires"of
good will, itcould destroy us.
All of us, as a "community of
educators,"have a unique opportunity as SU to show a kinder face.
Just imagine what 5000 more acts
of kindness might accomplish. To
alleviatethe consternation and fear
of those who are adamantly opposed to required service, Iwould
suggest that any programrequiring
it be implemented in a four step
process over four years; andin that
we learn best by example,administrators show us the way the first
year, followed by faculty, staffand

reverse theseseeminglymutual pro- students.
cesses.Mechanicalandsocietalsys-

Anyone who can't buy into the

tems tendtowardbreakdown rather

mission would thenhave time to, as
than repair.
the late great RonaldRegan put it,
Given this, untidiness and dis- "vote with their feet" and find ancomfort in societyrequire the same otherkindof institutionof "higher"
attention. Our collective state of learning!
being seems tobe worseningrather
thanimproving. We are notbecom- Michael Numrich
ing akinderandgentlernation,folks. SUPlant Services
We are experiencing a cowardly,
frontal assault onour sensibilities.
Progress,meant toenhance ourenvironment and the health and welfare of our children, our most delicate and vulnerable resources, are
being slashed,in thenameof money
In his column from last week's
Winning "at any cost," anditscon- issue, "Religion for the manipusequent selfishness,rule the day.
lated masses," Scan Reid makes
Mightoneof thereasonsourchil- some important points about the
drenare bullying each otherbe our way a religious community and/or
continuingandcallous disregard for perspective should speak to the
human life? Or that our refusal to masses. Mr. Reid's article was sol-

Religion

.
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idly written and well argued.
Itis not with any sense ofoutrage,
then, that Ilament the presenceof
Mr.Reid's column in the April 12
issue of The Spectator. Ilament
only the timing of the column,and
the senseof unfulfilled potential it
creates inme.
Over the past few years in The
Spectator, religion-basedissues or

debates have not appeared too frequently in the op-ed section. When
religion does get mentioned, it's
often in a way that gives a superficial acknowledgment of Catholic
virtues,but which takes amorepenetrating view of Catholicism's institutional, cultural or social shortcomings.

At some point in the year, SU's
"Jesuit values and identity" do get
mentioned in relation to an important issue, usually in the staffeditorial. But in the realm of student
(columnist) opinion, religion is
—
treated witha mixof amongother
—
things skepticism, indifference
anda cautiousneutrality. EnterMr.
Reid's column.
While there's much to criticize
—
or toexabout tricky evangelism,
—
tend the argument some of the
institutional policies of the Catholic Church, none of those problems
change the goodness or theessence
of the faith and its traditions.
The feeling that an opportunity
has been missed comes from this
tendency to focus on the shortcomings while only generally acknowledging (if at all) good elements of
faith and religious heritage. Iwish
the opposite were true instead.
Imentioned that Iregretted the
timing of Mr. Reid's piece. Why?
Because the April 12 Spectator hit
newsstands onHoly Thursday, the
beginning of theEaster Triduum.
If Catholic social teaching is
Catholicism's "best-kept secret,"
the Sacred Triduum is the second.
One liturgy with three faces (Holy
Thursday's celebration of the Last

See Letters, next page

Opinion

U.S. and China fighting like spoiled kids
Jamila
Johnson
Spectator Columnist
In kindergarten we were taught
many valuable diplomatic and social skills.Welearnedhow toshare
the playdough, not to eat the glue
and that if, or when, you hit little
Sallyovertheheadwitha toy truck,
yousay you are sorry.
These social skills are probably
perfected by age nine. However
thereare always those whoneed a
time-out or a creative lesson plan
in order for any of these social
skills to set in.
Last week parents of children
five to nine may have been applauding President Bush and his
aids.Many were thinking stubborn
refusal to apologize to China is a
lesson far more poignant than 20
minutes in a dusty corner.
My son is not five yet, so atfirst
Iput my hands together and applauded China for putting up with
our inability to learn that an apology is not the worst thing in the
world and neither is accountability. However,recently as more of
the story has emergedIhaverealized that maybeI was beingjudg-

.

admit thatpossibly this wasnotone of asbestos. Just ask anyone who
bought thatManifest Destiny junk.
of these examples.
12,
at
I
April
On
about 9 a.m.
SoIwas very weary to believe the
parents
envisioned countless
turn- informationabout the pilotbeing a
ingtheir television to the dailynews recluse, andeven less enthusiastic
after Blue's Clues to show their about believing that we were right
children that"Even presidents can anyway.
make dumb donkey mistakes, but
Thereis thematterofflight zones.
look how easily it was fixed." It Iguess every country obeys by a
wouldn't be until later, when it re- 12-mile space offofcoastlines that
ally did become apparent that the prohibitsforeignflight inthis space.
U.S.had not reallyapologized,and China seems todislike thisruleand
untilthepublic realizedthatan apol- says they would like a 200-mile
ogy wouldcome withawful conse- space reserved.Obviously this irks
quences that this lesson, that the the United States, but it does exsituation became relatively fright- plain the aggressive tactics taken
ening.
by Chinese pilots, assuming that
Maybe now is the time toexplain wecanbelieve thephotosand video
possible reasons why an apology ofclose calls in the air.
Also let me state that Ihave
wouldcausedamage,andhow without it,life becomes morerisky.Ap- seemed to initially taken China's
parentlyinChina anapology would side and only bashed the U.S.
be admitting legal guilt. Now that stance. Iam not used to bashing
the Navypilots areback weseethat China (sorry to any offended huwe may really have not been re- man rights activist), and bashing
sponsible at all. The consequences members of the Bush family just
wouldhave causedthe government comes naturally to me. But if we
a lot of money and our nationalism are not at fault, or evenif we are,
may have lost even more momen- the world is now in a tricky positum. With the recent Japanese fish- tion.
cannot put my faith
ing boat incident,could theUnited
Personally I
States have afforded another mili- inthis administrationtodotheright
tary mishap?
thing. Now is the time for the adMy rule of thumb is to disregard ministration to take stands, but
American propaganda like the China may not be willing to be the
plague. As history has shown us, butt ofa forming stanceoninternaAmerican propaganda can be as tional affairs.

automatically assumedthat
mental I
the United States was at fault and
wrong.
What kept on racing through my
head had been the question "How
hardis it to say youare sorry?" Toa
kindergartner, the moment is everything. What if little Sally deserved
that whack to the head? (Keep in
mind Iam not condoning violence
withplastic trucks) What if youhad
been running across the room and
you happenedto slip ona misplaced
LincolnLogresulting inagoodhard
beam to the little girl's pigtails?
These scenarios may seem minuet,
but to a 5-year-old thisis the equivalence of losing your favorite spy
plane in foreign territory.
Of course, the kindergartner in
my mind would give in and apologize eventually, and would have
learneda very valuable,yet painless
lesson.Ikeptassuming that this was
another example of the narrowminded hubris wreaking American
leaders. Although Ican find many
other examples to back up such a
thought, it has been had for me to detrimentalas inhalingvastamounts

Jamila Johnson is a freshman
majoring in communication. Her
e-mail
address
is
We are not at fault apparently. tchippie23@hotmail.com.

Finding a new calling in life
to dwindle, and after a theology

jc
Santos

class (God inHuman Experience) I
took lastquarter,my subtleinterest
in the subject grew into an utter
fascination.
But for me, these elements are
hardly enough to composea genuine aspiration to become a priest.
There needs to be some pivotal
moment in my life called a calling.

Spectator Columnist
I was a highly recruited high
school senior.
My mailbox always seemed to
holdsome college brochure witha
letter attached asking me to consider attending their school.
Representativesfromalloverthe
nation approached me, and we
painted my future over coffee and
—
cookies fresh homemade cookies. Ireceivedinvitations to attend
informational sessionsand walked
away with recruiters' homephone
numbers.Students likeme were in
high demand because of a world
wide shortage. A shortage of
priests.
Andhonestly,in the prime of my
adolescence, hearing the suggestion of becoming a priest caused
instant rollingof myeyesand automatic shutdown of my ears.
There were a number of surroundingsituationsthathelpedtrigger this pooh-pooh to priesthood.
Iwent to a Catholic, all-boys
school runby IrishChristianBrothers just across the street from St.
James Cathedral. Sounds like an
ideal place for an up-and-coming
priest, right?
But think about it.
Five hundred teenage guys in a
school withanational athletic reputation. Remember, it was high

school, not a monastery.

Consequently,itwasaplace where
and serious
consideration of priesthood was an
open invitation to social humiliation.
Andof course Ihad to be the one
in my family whomeveryone could
visionin colorfulcloaks in the front
of churches saying, "The Lord be
with you."
PlusIwanted toget married,have
children, and ifGod willed, waterfront property,threecars, aboatand
a fun job.
I
couldn't haveany ofthatifIwas
goingto beapriest.Everythingabout
the lifestyle just gave methe creeps,
but somehow,my view onthecareer
made a surprising 180-degree turn.
Suddenly moneybecame lessimportant, and the question of what
wouldmakemehappybecamedomitestosteroneran amuck

nant.

Family cajoling became minimal,
and Ihad theopportunity to spanout
to other worlds of aspiration free
from any priestly persuasion.
And yes, Igraduated from that
superficialpopularity contestknown
as high school, and went on to a
wasgivenachance
university whereI
atdevelopingmy ownidentity,rather
than letting peers do it for me.
My passion for journalism began

Iviewthis term ofdiscernmentas
a point in my life where Ican look
at the life of apriest and say, 'This

willmake me truly happy."
And while Ihaven't arrived at
that spiritual mecca just yet, I've
begun to see rays of light in the way
of life Iused to consider grim and
lonely.
Lonely? I'dhave a whole community to play with! Or at least
discuss matters of life.
And grim? I've gone to many
churches where unenthusiastic
priests make the vocation appear to
be just a man whostands up in front
of a congregation feeling as if his
job isn't significant.
But that has changed. The priest
currently attend actuat the parish I
ally makes the Bible interesting.
And he does this by drawing specific real life examples into the
message of the Gospel, andhe does
it with pure passion.
The way Ican tell his passion is
pure is that the guy is almost 70-years-old,and he delivershomilies
with more excitement than a 20-year-old one day from being 21
And I, who would typically walk
out of church unmoved and unchanged, now leave St. Benedict
Church everySunday on some sort

.

but now how do parents explain
diplomacy and the tricky situation
of twoheavily armed countries.Can
a parent explain that although we
have our people back, the conflict
will remain until our favorite spy
plane is returned? Should a parent
explain to a child that such a situation, although not terribly likely,
could erupt intheannihilation of the
world that the child has not yet had
time to fully appreciate.
Idon't think anyone can explain
this to child and we have troubles
admitting it to ourselves. Just as I
struggled to admit that maybe the
U.S. was not the bad guy, we all
struggle toavoid the thought that we
live in a day and age where something as small as an apology or a
misplaced plane couldlead to war.
So instead we will simplify the situation. We desperately need to instill
conflict management on our children so we can look at the small
picture and forget that we really
have no control overthe large-scale
diplomacy.
So Ihope little Sally gets her
apology, but maybe only to allow
me a few more years of hoping that
man can resolve human problems,
orjust so Ican get to sleep at night.

of spiritualhigh.Igothrough each
week anticipatingSabbathsbecause
Iknow I'llcome away with something that willhelpme live a more

quality life.
After one year of going to this
church, theidea of priesthoodcame
up again, and for some reason, I
wasn'tas terrified as Iused to be. I
can attribute that to my recent experience of a priest moving and
changing me.
But whatmade me actually consider beingapriest ratherthan just
getting more active in my parish
was that / wanted to be like that
man who walked up and down the
church aisles saying things that
would moveand change people.
So does this mean I'm going to
pack up and movein with a crowd
of other priest cadets in the holy
boot campknown as a seminary?
Not quite yet. If you read my
Valentine's day column you'd
know that Ihave yet to experience
a meaningful relationship with
someone.I
couldn't be a priest not
knowing whatitis liketo be inlove
with a woman.I'd question myself
everyday.
But at leastIamnolonger afraid
of priesthood. And maybe a halfcentury from now I'll be that elderly man strutting up and down
church aisles changing the life of
some 19-year-old, just as it happenedto me.

J.C. Santos is a sophomore
majoring in journalism and
humanities. Hise-mailaddress
is: santosj@seattleu.edu.
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Letters
From previous page
Supper;GoodFriday'srecollection of the passion and death of
Jesus; and the Easter Vigil, the
ultimate Catholic liturgical
event), the Triduum is a set of
communal worshipexperiences
that represent the best way for
the Church to evangelize without a false sales pitch.
As a result, when Mr. Reid
seemed toportray evangelism in
a bad light while mentioning his
Catholic identity in the process,
it only served to ifanything
turn people away from the
TriduumorEaster Weekend as a
whole. Maybe someone curious
about Holy Thursday read the
column at 5 p.m.on Thursday
and decided not to attend the
liturgy later that evening.
I'msure Mr.Reidderived satisfactionand important personal
—
affirmation from his writings
being a columnist (and for The
Spectatorinparticular) is somecan relate to.
thing I
I
canonly urgeMr. Reid and
all other students concerned
about the shortcomings of Ca—
tholicismorreligioningeneral
to seek out many elements of
beautyandcommonality, instead
of focusing on the negatives...
and to attend all three Triduum

—

—

—

events next year.

Matt Zemck
Class of 1998
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An exciting alternative to the manufactured record store
JAMILA JOHNSON
Staff Reporter

TheCapitolHillneighborhoodis
crammed withrecord stores, so why

wouldanyonego to West Seattle tc
see what is already in the vicinity of
the campus? West Seattle's Easy
Street is not the run of the mill
record store. Thatis why sales asso-

ciate Tara Fisher has noticedthat more people are
migrating from around the
downtown area to Easy
Street since its remodel"There are definitely
morepeople coming from
the Hilland thenorthend.
There is definitely more
of a variety of people,'

shesaidasherhead turned
up towarda bust of Dolly
Parton hangingout awindow of the newly remodeled second floor.
In 1998,Easy Street be-

West Seattleites.Alex Fens, an em- of music. Within thewalls
ployee of a nearby local business, of this store is everything
can remember theEasy Street ofthe fromTechno toCajun The
past, "but why would Iwant to," he compilations and imports
asks."We now haveone ofthenicer that would be rare other
musicstores inSeattle.Theremodel places are plentiful on the
—
has made that place look great."
shelves of Easy Street
Although the renovations that one only has to outsmart
tookplace wereextreme,EasyStreet the person whoarranged
still has the rusticcharmof a small the aisles.
Although the setup and
local store. In 1998 Easy Street acquired the space next door.For a the continuation of sec-

.

while, they held

free all-age con-

tions are hard

to follow,

certs in the space until they finally

Easy Street does a won-

broke through the wall that sepa-

derful job of guiding the

rated the twostores.

consumer toGrade A mu-

Included in the remodeling were
the creationofacafe andthe expansion of a second level. The cafe
serves coffee and lunch from behind a shiny silver counter, and it
has plentyoftables andsitting room.

sic meat.
The staff favorites and
the greenlight specials are
ameltingpot of tastes and
styles. Above the bins of
compact discs are creatively chosen and orgais
than
However,
Easy
Street more
gan to undertake a masnized
CD reviews from
remodeling
projecl
just
sive
amenities.
finishedlastJune
The
is
about
average
price
that was
CD
various sources, music
articles from local
news,
$14,
counting
twc
not
The
Easy
imports.
The
Street of
the
years ago is hardly a sections are not very well defined, concerts, promotions, lyrics and
c\t
memory in the minds ol but include a large variety of types mnnv
music guidance.
The promotions are plentiful. A
free tambourine comes with one
CD, a t-shirt with the next. Buying
the Poe CD gets you a single of
remixedtracks.Thismaymakecustomers feel as though they are in,
heaven forbid, alarger chain store,
but the promos are hidden within
the music. This is unlike, say, Virgin Records, where two steps into
thedoor thereisapromotionand all
the sales people are trying to sell
nrhprrrpinivppvnrp^Qinnc

'
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Why do people in
education andresearch
choose TIAA-CREF?
,
Because they're educated wafree
lM w\
inf
and they do their research. *S8y

hopcompilations, cheesy 80s bands
and the greats like Janice Joplin.

Easy Street has a wide array of
collector'sitems andgift sets.Black
Crows' box set, for instance, includes all four original albums with
bonustracks, screensaversandmultimedia enhancements for $49.99.
This is a relativelyexpensive gift,
but something that a Black Crows'
fan would appreciate. Easy Street
seems to be a haven for gifts for
music lovers, but it will have to be
the music lover for whom you are
willingto spendbigbucks.Ifaband

you a CD.
deserves abox set, and maybe even
Idon't think anyone will have to
ifitdoesn't,itison the shelfof Easy
worry about the Easy Street staff

trying to sell you anything. They Street.
Easy Street is alsostillproviding
seem to always be in the middle of
community with free all-ages
the
something else, and thanks to the
concerts. On April 22, DrooChurch
computers in the aisles of music
playing, and on April 29, Leslie
store, the embarrassmentofhaving is
Wood willgrace the establishment.
toask a clerk for the titleof the first
are at 4 p.m.
Milli Vanilli album hasbeen anni- Both shows
hilated.The staff is rathercordial at Both shows are at 4 p.m.
Drop by Easy Street, located at
the checkout as well.
Speaking of agedcheese bands, 4459 California Ave.S W.,less then
EasyStreethas got themall, andon half a mile off of the West Seattle
vinyl.Anadequaterecord selection Bridge. For more information on
exists containing hip-hop and hip- the shows call (206) 938-3279.
vvuuu
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Year in andyear out, employeesat education and
research institutionshave turned toTIAA-CREF.
Andfor good reasons:

"
"
"
"

THE TIAA-CREF

ADVANTAGE

Easy diversificationamong a rangeof expertly
managed funds
A solid historyof performance and exceptional
personalservice
A strong commitment to low expenses
Plus, a full range offlexibleretirementincome options

For decades,TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 10,000 campusesacross thecountry invest for—
—
and enjoy successful retirements.

Investment Expertise
LOW Expenses
Payment UptlOnS
Pvnort TniHanro
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Blowlives up to its name
Scan Reid
StaffReporter

Mexico and selling his testament to the American dream.
product along the east But the requisite fall from grace
soon enters intothe scene andBlow
coast.
George's endeavors concludes its summation of Jung's
narrating the pivotal
pay offuntil hehas arun lifeonaunspectaculartone,allwhile
moments in his
in with the law. He be- following its trite formula to a "T."
character's life chronoearly
Depp pulls off a great perforlogically, from the
comes disowned by his
through
mance
goes
motherand
inthe movie,but truly, it has
years offamily troubles
personaltragedy
the
become
standard to expect such
with
(yawn) to his first exgirlfriend,
of
from
an
actor
of his caliber. He has
cursion in the field of
loss
his
played by a cheerful a habit for losing himself in his
drug dealing. The plot
FrankePotenta(Run Lola roles,and this one is no exception.
progresses at an all too
Run). In jail he makes a Another noteworthy appearance is
familiar pace, and the
connection with a co- the starturnbyReubens (ofPeeWee
knowing
theendfactof
ing of the film right at
caine smuggler, and af- fame) whocrafts hiscaricature of a
terhisreleasehebecomes gay drug dealer with enjoyable fithe start does not help
makethestoryany more
a keyplayerin importing nesse.
Blow, however, cannot form a
the drug into the states.
engaging.
PHOTO COURTESY OFNEW LINE CINEMASAND IMDB.COM / LOREV
George's personality
George's success in the message outofitslinearandoverlySEBASTIAN
trafficking business biographical plot.By the film'send,
is influencedbyhis vow
g
a$
mm^
toavoidpoverty, which
makes him so much the feeling director Demme tries to
he makes after seeing his father namedDerekForeal(PaulReubens) money that he has to buy a new make for Jung and his life storyis
laborfor most of hislife and barely and begins making more money apartment to stow itall, and itputs obscure.Should wedespiseGeorge
pay the bills.When George moves than he can spend. Soon George's himinthe eyeofColombian beauty, Jung for his drug dealing, or pity
to California with his friend and ambition grows beyond living a Mirtha (Penelope Cruz).
him for his depressing fate? It is
sun,
secure,
George
money
being
lifestyle
financially
sees the easy
made comfortable
under the
Atlast
never clear, and Blowends up beselling marijuana to beach-goers, andhe machinatesa plan to expand seems to have accomplished his coming merely a decorative work
he partners up with a local dealer his business by building ties in goal,all while becominga perverse withno meaningbehind its canvas.
Blow follows a traditionalformula inmovie
biographies, with Depp

Historians have arguedthat when
cocaine gained momentum in the
United Statesin the 70s, almost 85
percent of it came from drug trafficker, George Jung. Jung was the
link between theUnited States and
theColombianMedellin cartel,and
his efforts were primarily responsible for introducing cocaine into
the Americanparty scene, andultimately, the pop culture of the disco
era.

Blow is director Ted Demme's
take on Jung's life, a movie that
stars JohnnyDepp and is based on
the screenplay by Nick Cassavetes

and David McKenna. The film details how Jungmoved frommiddleclass suburbia intomillionaire status and finally towardhiseventual
fall. Unfortunately, it is a movie
with nothing to say, and not even
Depp's solid performance as Jung
can saveit from being a mediocre
experience.

U2 concert in Tacoma: A religious experience
Hector herrera
StaffReporter
The first handfuls of people to
stormthe TacomaDomelastThursday night were allowed access to

like watching U2 at the Showbox.
TheGreatestRockBandonEarth
strolled confidently to the stageas
the electric sitar loop from Elevation played while the house lights
werestill on. With this bold move,
U2 was telling us that they are so
good, theydon't need to followthe
rockconventionsofdarkarenas and

dience went mad. From my posi- haveallthese big,bright toysonour
tionaboutsix feet from the stage,it set. Oooh,aren't wepostmodern?"
Instead, we get a band reborn
wasintense. We saw everybead of
sweat, every misplaced strand of with real drive, real emotion and
—
hair,every stud onEdge's number strong communal idealism the
things that made us allbelieve rock
33 jersey.
Is thisthesamebandthat emerged could saveall our sorrysouls. U2is
from a giant lemonevery night be- not out to prove that pop culture
fore Discotheque!No thank God will slowly eat you alive, the band

U2's heart. There was a massive
catwalkencapsulating the stageand
the lucky crowd of 350 who stood
inline allday waitingfor thechance singlespotlights.No one had their it's not.The materialfromtheirlast

—

wants toshow youthattwohoursof

rock will nourish you.
The die-hards were loving it; the
band. My three friends and Iwere brighter than any rock show you'll
inside remarkingon the intimacyof ever see, as Bono leapt into the Mart tour isalso gone."Hey look at middle-agers were a little scared
the generaladmission setup. It was "WOOO-HOO"refrain, andthe au- me,I'mBono.We'resorichwecan and confused during U2's harder,
more experimental stuff (the
fortyish woman behind me greeted
"Until the End of the World,"
"Gone,""New York"and"The Fly"
with looks of quizzical discomfort,
but ate up the rest), and the casual
fans wereobviously delightedwith
the hits. In an effort to stay fresh
whilekeepingan eye onour shared
rock heritage, theysegued some of
theirsongs with olderReggae,R&B
and rock tunes. "Sunday Bloody
Sunday" became "Get Up, Stand
Up;""Mysterious Ways"turned into
"Sexual Healing;" "Bullet theBlue
Sky's"fury and swagger appropriately made a transition to "Whole
Lotta' Love" and "Young Ameriyou
cans;" and "One" seguedinto "Unchained Melody."Theygave us the
says
familiar and comfortable while injectingin the passion we've always
expected.Welcomeback,oldfriend.
Oh yeah,the age thing.Thisband
to stand and dance so close to the

lighter out for this song. It was

album Pop is limited to one song,
"Gone." The cynicism of the Pop

know that little voice
"I can't"?
inside that
this summer,

[crush it].

Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where

j[[ia|

you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire
skills that'll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your

|^w

career. Apply today at the Army ROTC department, with no
obligation. Before that voice tells you to take a vacation.
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ARMY ROIC Unlike any other college course you can take.
2 Year Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.
"
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may have been reborn, but they
aren'tgetting anyyounger.Themost
tellingsign of this was Bonositting
stillat apiano forallfourminutesof
'The Sweetest Thing."
The wholemiddlepart of the set
comprised slower numbers that
didn't requireBono to leapup and
downlikemad. Edgehit afew sour
notes during "In a Little While,"
andhis daughter came upand slow
danced with Bono.
Afterthat came acoustic versions
of "Desire," and "Ground Beneath
HerFeet," during which Edge provided some of the best vocals I've
ever heard from him. But Bono
soldiered on,visibly tired,extremely
sweaty.And thenhe got his second

wind,runningcrazylapsaroundthe
catwalk during the exhilarating
"Where theStreetsHave NoName."
The energy kept up after that and
carried them through the encores.
They closed the show with "Walk
On," extending the album ending
into a rapturouscommunal chantof
"Hallelujah,Hallelujah."
We were at church. We were at
the most fun, most complete, most
human and flawed and therefore
most beautiful church service any
of us 20,000faithful have everbeen
to. As U2 left the stage, I heard
shouts and benedictions of "God
bless you, God bless you,"coming
from every direction. We all had a
religiousexperience.

A.A. Lemieux Library
Research Paper Clinics

jl^a.

TheLemieux Library Reference Department will
offer Research Paper Clinics
April 23 May 18, 2001.

-

Librarians will give individualized assistance in:
■ Denning your research topic
■ Developing search strategies
■ Utilizing online printing resources.
Signup at theReference Desk, 2nd Floor,
Lemieux Library, with a topicin mind.

We can help.
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The Chapel of St.Ignatius has always been missing a traditionalMarian shrine. I
Now,after four years of planning, "Gratia Plena" finally makes its debut.
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The avant-garde centerpiece to the Seattle
University campus has attracted thousandsof
visitorssince its 1997 opening andhas earned
a reputation as one of the most architecturally
important buildings in the United States.
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focused on incorporating traditional Jesuit values into
the thematic content of the sculpture. "Gratia Plena" is
based on threebasic elements: the sourcethat is the gold
bowl, the flow of themilk and the figure that invokes the
outline of Mary.Together, these three elements suggest
t he transformation ofan identity basedinJesuit values of
social service.
"It gives us a fresh image for an ancient truth,"Father
Cobb said. "I think it will prompt students to reflect on
edge and how college life
the source of their knowi
shouldbe a flow into anidentity thatnaturally emerges."
The sculpture also alludes to multiple passages in
scripture that contain milk andother liquidimagery. The
titleitselfcomes from the traditionalprayer "Ave,Maria,

t^S5"X^

motifs within the chapel ofSt. Ignatius. The gold ofthe
bowl complements the squares of golf leaf that are
pressedinto the wallbehindthe altar.The ceiling above
churches.
Catholic
This week,theChapel of St.Ignatius finally getsits thesculpture curvesacross theChapeltowardthebaptisMary, thoughitis farfromtraditional.Entitled "Gratia mal font, linking the "living water" of the font to the I
Plena," the new Marian shrineis designed in the same liquid imagery of the shrine. The sculpture's liquid
artistic spirit as the Chapel itself,by taking traditional imagery also extends to the thematic content of the
Jesuit values and representing themin an abstract and Chapel'sreflection pool andthe drippingbeeswaxin the
BlessedSacrament Chapel.
symbolic light.
altar,
"GratiaPlena"is unique inthe sense that itcanonlybe
sculpture,
Chapel
The
located south of the
is
immediately striking initsradical interpretation of the fully realized if the viewer approaches it froma particuVirgin Mary. Instead of the recognizable image of a lar perspective. From the side, the outline of Mary is
womanin blue,"GratiaPlena" is a simple, rough slab difficult to make out. However, when it is approached
of marble. At the top of the slabisa tippedgold bowl straight on, the flow of the milk reveals its symbolic
that spills out somesort of liquid,most likelymilk. The outline. Thiscorrelates to theCatholic ideaof the changresulting stain creates anidentifiable silhouette of the ingofinternalperspective throughreflectionand prayer.
VirginMary.
Of course, theChapel'soverall theme of the gathering
From a distance, it seems as if it truly is liquid of various lights is incorporated into the sculpture, parpouring out from the bowl. However, upon closer ticularly inthe goldenglow of thebowl andshiny surface
inspection, the "liquid" reveals itself to be part of the of the polished marble.
Early reactions from students and faculty have been
marble itself, as is the bowl. The entire sculpture is
marble,
positive.
of
and
the
bowl
and
Notes of appreciation are starting to fill up the
piece
formed from one
liquid elements have been sanded and smoothed to Chapel's guest book.
looklike separateentities from theCarraramarble that
"I like the way it engages thought," said Father Tom
"
Murphy,
SJ. "It's a way to look at tradition in a fresh
makes up itsbulk.
way."
This type of texture manipulation is not new to
"Gratia Plena" was installed in the Chapel Monday
"Gratia Plena'"s artist, Steve Heilmer. Heilmer, an
associate professor of art at Greenville College in and is currently available for public view. Sunday's
Illinois,was chosen by SU four yearsago to create the evening Mass will feature a homile focused on the
sculpture, led by Father Cobb.
Marian sculpture.
A special ceremony formally blessing the sculpture
"We had 12 artists submit ideas," said Father Jerry
Cobb, SJ, thehead of the chapel planning committee.
will be held Thursday, April 26 at 7:30 p.m. in the
"We chose Heilmer because we wanted someone who Chapel, with areceptionin the Paccar Atrium to follow,
Heilmer will be on hand to mark the occasion.
wasknown for marble sculpting skills."
previous
integratedreligiousimagHeilmer' s
works
ery with marble texturing, but wereno more than 450
I
pounds. Heilmer' s originalplan wasto sculpt i
a more traditional Madonna,but after a visit
to the Chapel of St. Ignatius, he opted for a
less traditional approach to match the
"Gratia Plena" stands next to the altar by the confessional in the I
Chapel of St. Ignatius. When viewed directlyfacing the tilted goldI
building'sarchitecture. Aninitialscalemodel
bowl, theflow ofthe milkreveals itself tobe in the shape ofthe Virgin I
was sent to SU for review and was met with
Mary. Thoughit seems the sculpture is comprised of three different I
a positive receptionby students and faculty.
pieces— the bowl, themilk andthe stone— itis actually carvedout ofI
"Gratia Plena" marks Heilmer' s first perone solidpieceofmarble.Chapel visitorsareinvited to experiencethe I
public
display.
Previously,
manent
his works
sculpture hands-on.
only
temporarily
privately.
or
were shown
:
I
Despite hisProtestantbackground,Heilmer I
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Ignatius on Monday.
I
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Arrupe Chapel
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Ceramic
Madonna and Child
inArrupe Dining Room

Figure in the
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Baseball team travels far and away to play
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

Sports Editor

Participating in a grueling athletic contest might be the last thing
most people would want to do after
driving for nearly four hours, but
not the Seattle University baseball
team.

ington University
jitters, shutting out
Though SU lost both contests,6- MSUfortheremain-1 and 10-1 respectively, their per- ing six innings.

formances were a testament to their
heartfelt dedicationto thegame they
love and their hopes that in the
futurebaseballwillfind its wayinto
theheartof the SUAthletic Depart-

Last Saturday and Sunday, on a ment.
fieldset in the rolling hills ofEastStaurday afternoon, the team
Washington,
ern
a train whistle faced Montana State, and after getblowingsomewheredown the road, ting off to a shaky start— giving up
the All-American boys of SU chal- all six runs to MSU— the pitcher,
lenged the club teams of Montana John Arbles settled down, and the
StateBoseman and Eastern Wash- rest "of the team shook off their

"John Arbles had
performance," junior Ned
Fadeleycommented
"We had tight dea gutsy

.

fense [after the first

inning]."
Though the team
was slightly disheartened by their

mixed performance
on Saturday, they
eagerly arrivedat 10
a.m. the next morn-

ing for battingpractice— -a full twoand
a half hours before
game time.

The team takes a moment topreparefor theirgamelastEaster Sunday.
ingbaseball[allyourlife]...nothav- a doubleheader showdown,
—
They will try to improve their
SUgave the competition com- ing that thelast couple ofyears has
and tighten the other imporhitting
posedmostly of whatseemedto be been areal bummer."
—
tant
aspects
competiplayed
Mostofthe men
in their game their
hearty,home-grown farm boys a
pitching and their derun fortheir moneydur-

— — ——

ing thefirstfew innings,
buttheycouldnotovercome a batting slump
andanasty sixthinning.
"We were expecting
a challenge," junior

ALL ANYONE ASKS FOR IS A
SECOND CHANCE [TO PLAY] AFTER

Steve Sullivan re-

marked.

Sullivan added that
the team right now sees a success
story in the fact that they wereable
to form ateam toplaythe sportthey
love.
Thirdbaseman andpitcher Paul Shibuya returns to the dugout after a
"We're All-American boys,"
frustratingat-bat.
Fadeley said,"If yougrowupplay-

HIGH SCHOOL.
NED FADELEY, JUNIOR

The team hopes to
grow into a more substantial force
in SU sportsnext year.
Sullivan said that on the team's
to-dolist are increasing thenumber
of games played next year, doubling the operating budget which
membered. "I was really pumped now sits somewhere between

play it so badly," Sullivan said.
Right now the team'simmediate
goal is to win their nextgame.The
team will travel to Bellingham,
Wash, this Saturday to take on
Western Washington University in

alumni donations) and hiring a
coach.
"We're up to the level of these
teams [we have played]," Sullivan
remarked, "We definitely[have] the
potential to win."
This Saturday, and certainly for
the rest of the season, the SU men
will attempt to tap into that potential. Afterall, as left fielderFadeley
says it best:
"All anyone asks for isa second
chance [to play] after high school."

R^O^iQif?

3:30-5:30 in the Casey Commons

International students:

r
WV^IVJLII JtoKil
F®

$5,000-$6,000 (most coming from

Monday, April 23, 2001

«

HEARYEI HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
Languages tripping off the tongue into your ears.
(e\M
listen to the sounds ofOld French,
Old English
Medieval English
2
Medieval Castillian,
■■■ajHj^HKjHBH Medieval Latin
Middle English
Medieval Italian
Aztec
(an
language)
Nahuatl ancient
Early Modem English
Vietnamese

(a^ fs\I®l

Branahamconceded.

tively inhigh school and leapt when
the opportunity to play clubball in
college came around.
"Iwasin Washington,D.C.when
Ifound out wewere going tohavea
team," junior Tyler Branaham reup when Ifoundout."
Branahamandtherest oftheboys
are justhappy to have the opportunity to play baseball again. It is a
testament to theirdedication.
"All the guysouthere are willing
to drive nine hours because they
love [baseball], and they want to

E/

fense.Asked what might
end their hitting slump,
the men are optimisitc.
"We just need to see
guys standing 606"
away on a mound and
throwing Castballs at us,"

)

J

Take a free computer
TOEFL practice test!
April 20th -April 30th
10:00 AM 5:00 PM
Seattle Kaplan Center
4216 University Way NE
(206) 632-0634

II

Space is limited, socall todayto reserve your seat.

Refreshments will beserved.

Funded and supportedby Matlco Ricci College, '11k College Events Committee, and the English Department.For more
information, Call Dr. Buuon-Femandez(English Dept 296-2684)
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1-800-527-8378
www.studyiiBa.kaplan.com
rinun !■■ntitiifimf f»om iw■«r»w i»*i«i^«h «i»i w.nm
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Softball team struggles through weekend
AMITY EGGE
Staff Reporter

drove themin with a single to leftcenter.

After the first two outs, Jennfier
The Seattle University softball Hewitt allowedthree straighthits to
teamlost their fifth straight game to left center that broughtin twomore
Western Washington University, Viking runs. Hewitt then foundher
but broke their six-game losing groove andheld Western scoreless,
streak the next day against St. allowingonly four hits in five innings.
Martin'sCollege.
Brittany Sullivan (3-6) was the
But Mills andthe Vikingsletnothonly offensive spark for SU in the ing slide by and heldSU scoreless.
The nextafternoon theRedhawks
Pacific West Conference double
split the bill, returning with a vicheader.
The Redhawks began with a 2-0 tory in the second game.
Ericka Briggs delivered the
lead after the first inning, but they
gave up seven unearned runs on game-winning run with the bases
three WWU hits;SU's three earned loaded and no outs in the fifth inning of game two Saturday at Loruns did not help.
The Redhawksresponded with a gan field, breaking the 2-2 tie.
Carrie Wardfollowed with abunt
pair of runsin thebottomhalf of the
inning, but a change-upin Vikings in which shereached first base,but
pitchinghalted the Redhawks' scor- declared out for not properly reing capabilities. The Viking's entering the game.
Wardhad to sit out the rest of the
Amanda Grant allowed one run to
game.
concluding
victory
their 10th
The next two SU batters
slip,
out, ending the inning.
grounded
of the season.
captured anearlylead
two
moreruns
Martins
Vikings
scored
St.
The
runs
in
the
with
in
the first and second
in the fourth and four more
innings.
eight-run
rule
Seattle
then pulled ahead
mercy
fifth.The
ended
on
Kat
RBI single,
early.
Kirsten
Bielemeier's
game
Viking's
the
L'Heureuxdrove in five runs to tie bringing Briggs home.
The Redhawks tied the game in
a schoolrecord as the Vikings scored
a season-high 13 runs.
the fourth inning when a fielding
The Redhawks improved their error brought homeCatlinRummel.
defense in the nightcap, but their Rummel was pinch running for
batsweresilent.NancyMillspitched Ward.
The first game of the day began
seven solid innings for Western.
She allowed three hits and struck with an earlyRedhawks 1-0lead on
out three. Sullivan earned two of an RBI double by senior Casey
Sprute. But the Saints broke the
three hits for SU.
quickly,
the
first
lead with a run in the second and
Western started
sixth innings. In the bottomof the
batters,
Jessi
Willrams
Md
two
Hadley Jensen bunted singles. Af- sixth Briggs tied the game again on
ter a sacrifice bunt advanced them an RBIsingle. Briggs earned three
to second and third, L'Heureux hits, a runand twoRBIs.

run on an SU fielding error, followed by a devastatinggrand slam
by Kami Koehler.

In the top of the seventh the the next three batters up loaded the
Redhawks tried to hold onto their bases with singles. The Saints
tie,butafter retiringonly one batter, brought home the game-winning

college
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PART-TIME
PACKAGE HANDLERS
-

$8.50 $9.50/Hour

Opportunity to gain valuable work experience
Work only 3-1/2 to 5 hours per day
Must be at least 18 years old
Able to lift up to 70lbs.
AVAILABLE SHIFTS:
4:3OPM, 10:30PM or 3:3OAM
(shift start and end times may vary)

don't pass it Up.
pass it on!
i

**>

OR CALL UPS EMPLOYMENT AT:

|

1-888-WORK-UPS

■■■

ppSJ
*
V|

®

r f
Commencement # 1
Speakers
ty/antedl
Graduating Students
Undergraduate

"

EXECUTIVE EXTENDED STAY
The Executive Extended Stay Hotel offers great value and comfort that you
deserve with the location that you require. Located just three blocks from
Seattle University campus and minutes
from the central downtown area. Our
suites offer generous living space with
fully equipped kitchens. Other amenities
include outdoor Jacuzzi, fitness room and
complementary parking.
Call 1 800 906-6226 for rates and availability.

Ml

Employer
EqualOpportunity
* Program guidelinesapply.

" Graduate

Do you aspire to give the commencement
speech at your commencement ceremony?

Appfy todaylll
Application forms are available online at
www seattleu edu/student/carrpuslife You may also
pickup applications at the Campus Assistance Center,
Student Union Building

.

.

.

Applications are due Tuesday, May Ist, no later than
4:30 P.M., at the Campus Life Office, SUB 207.

Call 296-2525 with questions.

"
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Crew teams hit full speed ahead in Spring
GRANT BEAIRD
Staff Reporter

17 members that rowon the varsity

siblefor steeringtheboatsandenergizing the rowers.
Because therowers are facing the
opposite way while they row, the
year on the novice squad and then four womenare also responsible to
move up to the varsity squad after inform the rowers where they stand
that year. Everyone is welcome to during the race.
join the crew teams, even if they
"Theyshouldbe treatedlikeGodhave no rowingexperience.
dessesbecause what theysay is the
On the 27-member team, there way ithas to happen. They are the
arefour womenwhoaretheinspira- steering wheel for the boat, while
we are the engine,"Raffo said.
tional leaders of the team.
Jenny Miller, Christina Kohler,
The season starts for the varsity
Caroline Park and Julie Dalton act crewmembers a weekbeforeschool
as thecoxswains forthe ere w teams. begins in September.
These four women are responThe teams row through the fall

year.

Seniors Tim Raffo and Aloha
Fuller share the captain duties for
themenand thewomen crew teams.
Raffo has been rowing for Seattle
University every year sincehe was
a freshman.
When askedhow he could possibly get up continuously for four
years at four in the morning, Raffo
replied, "The lifestylegrowsonyou.
When you get the opportunity to
sleep-in,you takeit."
There are currently 27 members
that make up the SeattleUniversity
Crew Team. The team consists of

Boarding vans to take them to
practice at 4:45 a.m. on cold, wet
mornings inSeattle,isjust one thing
that the crew team does five days a
week.
Practicesfor the team, during the
weekdaysstart at5a.m. at theBoat
House on Lake Union. Not only
does the team practice Monday
throughFriday, but they also practice on Saturdaymornings at 6 a.m.
Twosenior captains leadthe way
during the season, which lasts all

team and 10 whorow on thenovice
team.
New team members spend one

Take a break....
You've

earnec^^i^m
i

withthree races,and all through the
winter,gettingreadyfor theirspring
season.
Notonly do the teams row during
the Fall and Winter quarters, but
they are also required to go to the
Connelly Center to lift weights on
Tuesday and Thursdays.
For spring break, the members
stay in Seattle and practice twice a
day.
The teams row throughout the
year to get ready for the five regattas they racein the spring.
Even though the Crew team isa
club sport at Seattle University, all
the members take their sport very
seriously.
The team gets agracious amount
of money from ASSU,but theyalso
donumerous fundraisingcampaigns
tofund their sport.Theyhave topay
dues,plusadditional money forboat
rentals, boathouse rentals, regatta
entry fees and traveling costs.
On April 7, the crew teams finished high in the standings at the
Husky Invitational.
The varsity women's four finished third, while the varsity
women's lightweight fouralso finished third.
The varsity men's four finished
fifth and the varsity men's eight
finished third.
This coming weekend, the crew
teams willbebusyagain. They will
be rowing Saturday in Tacoma on
American Lake.
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NORTH AMERICA
RAIL PASS
Peak fare

Pass Price
$674U5

10% st udent
Advantage
Discountt
$607us

$471US

$424^s

30-Day

Off-peak fare

-

Consigning Women
Across the street from the

SU Lav,School.
(206) 709-1880
Daily,
11-6
www.comiqninq-women.net

(Off-peak Jan 1 Mar 31andOct 16- Dec 31)

accepts the Student Advantage Card! Members save 10% on a
30-day North America Rail Pass and 15%** on most Amtrak coach fares year
round. To join Student Advantage and start saving, call 1.877.2J01N.5A or visit
studentadvantage.com.

Call I.BOO.USA.RAIL or visit www.amtrak.com/promotions/details.html
for nnore information on the North AmericaRail Pass and sample
itineraries.

/!@§^\
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Gyenfly Used Furniture

Simply the most adventurous and affordable way to see the United
States and Canada. Together, Amtrak' and VIA Rail Canada offer
an exc tm9 ra Pass f° r those who really want to experience North
America's vast beauty. Travel to as many places as you want in
30 days...so why not see it all. Whether you are traveling the coast,
Passing through the mountains or visiting another city, you'll enjoy
the flexibilityof creating an itinerary to match your interests. Trip must
include at least one segment in each country.

(Peak Jun 1 Oct 15)

V
B^j| Hf

1M

Travel by train and experience the adventure and freedom that only
the North AmericaRail Pass* offers.

-

/

tamilij on diplomas
framing ana mippors.

30 Days... 2 Countries... 1Pass...

FJ^Am
V^£kw

AMTRAK

"^^*S&ZS^

"^s^^

'
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: The pass is go<x^ for 30 consecutive days coach travelanywhere in the US and

Canada serviced by Amtrak andVIA RailCanada and is valid for up to one year from the date of purchase.
O"er is not valid onAmtrak Acela Expressl
".Metroliner", Auto Train",on certain Thruwayconnecting services
or for certain trains andbuses listed in the VIA timetable but operated bycompanies other than VIA Offer is
not ualld
h othel of(ers' discounts or promotions Other restrictions apply

""

■■

-

15% Discount is validon selett trainsonly Not valid on Acela Express, Peak weekdayMelroliner or Canadian
portions of trains operated jointlyby Amtrak and VIARAIL Canada, or onconnecting services via non-Amtrak
carriers Offer is not valid withother offers, discounts or promotions. Other restrictions apply
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>free of hassles
-free of rip offs
>free for you with 10 friends!
...Get 10 friends to go and
you'llgo free!

L

>EuropeanDiscovery
from $975 14 daysincluding
Amsterdam. Pahs, and Rome

>Beaches andReefs

from $90514 day tour ofAustralia's
East coast from Sydney to the BarrierReef

4311 UniversityWay NE

-

424 Broadway Aye. East Seattle
206-632-2448or 206-329-4567
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counc illraveI con

Experience ConOki with a group of fnendsbooted on the sametrf>
at thesame time and tfie 11thpersontrawls free or everyonem your
group gets10% oil Prices arelandonlyanddonot indude airfare
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Student
Speak Outs

Seeking out students:
EH^Ito synthesize
their college experience
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Nominations due Tuesday, May Ist
to SUB 207 Lisa K'Bedford,
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check out the online
II
nomination/application form at IIW/I/

www.seattleu.edu/student/

B
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|HM/\// students, faculty and staff Km|
m^y nominate!
S^H!
will
Mjk.

B^fl

Speakouts
take place Monday,May 21st thru
Friday, May 25th in the Upper Bunk of the Student
Union Building from noon-1:00 and 3:30-4:30 each
day. Hope you will be able to attend as many as

possible!
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This quarter's meeting times for ASSU!

Wailt tO G6t iliVOlUed Oil

/iOOU JDriejS'

ASSU Council meets every Wednesday in Pigott 102 from
7:45 p.m. to 9:45 p.m.

«_______«

RunforASSURepresentative POSltiOnS*

Hui O' Nani came to the Council meeting to
discuss funding for the 40- annualLuau.
ter
h
er n
allocated $3,000 to the club.

*

Important DATES
datfs TO
to REMEMBER.
rfmfmrfr-

J""T
_

Apnl 20 ~Candldate declaratlon form due
K noon
by
J
—
April 23 Campaigning begins
April 30 Candidates Reception from Bto 9
(Primary election absentee

T 'nnn l°

Crew Team
Crew attended the Council meeting asking
for funding to attend theNational Regatta, in
Sacramento. ASSU appropriated $3,861
towards this event.

*
ASSUFaCt

I
±*~ J*~J^

t^-^o.

ASSU meeting for students to speak their opinions
or issues.
I

,

«v',il :
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h
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Of fice and Peer FdS
r...

"......".."....

Circle K Meeting

7p.m. every Wednesday
in the Lemieux Library room 114
Talking about upcoming projects
contact
"Carl Bergquist at (206) 220-8303 or e-mail at
" bergquc@seattleu.edu for more info.

—

I

;

'** """""""
Career Expo 2001
*

'
"

I

;
"
"

Last chance to attend: April 19

._

Accounts: Steve Sullivan (chair), Matt Sanderl, Mick
..,r,
c.
n
c
v »rc
Souders,
GayatnEasseay,
Crepeau, Scan
Dave Crunchy
O'Neill,Abi Jones
Presidential: Virgil Domoan (chair), Scan O'Neill,Teresa

Abellera,Chris Canlas, Gayatri Eassey, Hector Herrera
I

~~^^-^^

Sponsored by Health AwQreneSS
"
"

Hector

Hemra, Matt Sanderl, Carl Bergquist

Club Events^ncLAnDQUngAJJlgJlts.

Creative Station
you "Care by Creating a
Show Someone
"
ji
masterpiece
in their honor!
r
i i

Abe era Chris Can

q
Mjck
Sou(Jers Abj Jones
aS)

I

Thursday, April 19
Hawk's NeSt noon - 1p.lT\.
I

,

,,
.

Clubs;

The ASSUoffice is locatedin the Student Union
Building, room 203. ASSU offers services such as
support to clubs and student advocacy.

Aonl 17-19 2001

i

The following are the names of the representatives on
each of the committees this quarter.
Elections: Adam Ahlbach,Virgil Domaoan (chair), Angela Rivieccio,Annette Gaeth

May 2 Primary Election
May 7 -Final absenteeballots available
May 9 — Final Election
' Please contact VirSjl at
Any luestionuestions
1

Al'dS AwareneSS Week

i

.

....

domaoanv@seattleu.edu or X6oso.

There is a section for Student Voices at every

_

The following meet in the ASSU office, SUB second floor.
Clubs Committee: Wednesday, after Council meeting
Committee: Monday. 8 to 9 p.m.
Committee:* Sunday 4to 5 p.m.
Presidential
„
Accounts Committee: Monday, 7- to 8op.m.

Time" 130 530 pm
Place: Campion
Ballroom
K
_, .
A Resume is required for entry!
Sponsored by: Albers Placement Center,
Career Development Center, School of Law,
Career Services and Office of Alumni Relations

.

The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
Spring Quarter shooting schedule
jr
—
wanted
you
Friday,
ever
tcT\
Apr. 27 Pistol and Rifle Shooting
/Have
/ get more money from
\ Friday, May 11— Pistol and Rifle Shooting
selling your books or buy \ Friday, May 25— Pistol andRifle Shooting
used books cheaper? Now
\ Both new and experienced shooters are
you can
welcome Firearms,ammunition,hearing anc
eye protection
and instruction are provided.
y
buy and sell your textbooks to
/.
t
may
*
use
Shooters
their own equipment.
,
.
OTHER SU STUDENTS DIRECTLY!
Transportation to the range leaves cfrom the
/ frontofXavierHallat2:lop.m.Allevents
Log Onto
are at the lnterlake Gun Club
V^WW.BOOkSwap COltl/ / For further information contact:
Jacob Faris,President
f^i
L
206-220-8638orfarisj@seattleu.edu
/
K.
Dr Tadie' Faculty Moderator
206-296-5422 or 509 Casey Hall
Club is an intramural
The year is winding down, and The Marksmanship
sPort s acti y' ch e d S
there aren't too many ThursMp
t "g cl» bb
h Ky theNßAa
shootl
dASSU
days |eft so be sure you're at |l
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Who's playing at Quadstock?
Find out at the Quadstock Unveiling Party! Free stuff! Live

"

J

Informational Meeting — April 19 @ 7 p.m. in
Bellarmine Lobby
—
Tryouts Apni 28 and 29 from Ito4 p.m.
Final Tryouts -April
P 30 @ 6:30 p.m.
AH
m.p the Connolly
r
Questions? Contact Christy @ (206) 398-4690 or
Naomi @ (206) 220-8104

Cen^

jibcmments,

«
pnm'
m
maM 2001
Ofl m9a

music by The Winefield! Mark

m

p

„,<* annual
1H flnflU3L
m

m

immimmmM^mmmmmmJK.

your calendars for Wed. April 25
at noon on the Union Green !

S E A

\

-

*
C I unveninG party: 25 apni 2001
KT##7* Field
*

interested in MCing Quadstock? EDixon
at
mail
Jake
dixonj(a)seattleu.edu orcall the SEAC
office at (206) 296-6047.
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40 °- Services
500 For Rent
600. Misc
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100. For Sale
200 Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

.

.

600. Misc

200. Help Wanted
Summer Work Study— Eligible
Part-timeclerical supportin busy
Broadway:
Students Wanted. Help lead youth
surgical practice at 600
filing, record copying, instrument volunteer program for Mercer Iscleaning,stocking examand recep- land teens. June— August, full-

$4725 education award and ben-

1 Bdrm $885.new & quietbldg.

efits. Info session 6/25 and 7/30 at Secure entry,parking,balcony,roof
FPA, 1501 N 45h St, 6-7 p.m. Call deck, W/D, NP/NS. 411 1lth Aye.
(206) 675-3200 for an application (206) 332-1947 0r(206)441-3171.
website
at
visit
tion rooms. Responsibilities in- time. Lead projects and volunteer and
www.fremontpublic.org.
workingwith
Monthly Parkingavailable. $60/
Fax
activities.
Interest
in
experience.
resume
crease with
„
„
month private garage. Twoblocks
youth and/or previous volunteer
to JoAnn at (206) 328-4404.
ftft'
fromcampus.411 11th Aye. (206)
experiencesa plus.$10/hr.Flexible swt ror Kent
332-1947.
schedule. For applicationspacket,
Are you outgoing, friendly and ca(( 2Q6) 236-7293
ROOMFOR RENT
professional? Leasing Consultant
West Seattle
RoommateWantedneeded for lease-up of Class-A
Seeking quiet, non-smoking feProfessional fema|eandmember
apartment community in the intertrance wi h cook
Ie
Se
arate
c
P
of the Saint Joseph Parish would
EXPERIENCE WHILE
national D.stnct. Part t.me / flexfacilities.Off street parkmg, on ljketosnare2.
bedroom/bathrooom
CQL ing
EARN
NG
MQNEY
FQR
,blehours, competitive wages, free
bus me, $450 including utilities
Wasner/Drver in unit,
townhouse
and
parking, estabhshed management
positions inSeattle and and cable. References required. nosmoking
orpsP
S andno additional pets.
company Longand Associates
(206)
H
ome:
767-9363
Work:
(206)
soon
month s^.^ AvaU
e
-Debbie.
721-6639
service to at-risk
interested, c.mail
able
Work
„.
, in direct
, .
/„
340-8882.
.„
"for-rent@att.net.
preyouth;
in schools on violence
}
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The Spectator is where
it's at! To advertise,call

-

.

..
.
or tutoring; or developing

.

Looking for someone to transport our child from downtown Seattle to our home in Mt. Baker (3
miles)on T/W/T.5:30p-Bp. $8/hr.

£

"-

,,.,

ADOPTION: Happily married
coup e wUhes tQ adopt newborn
Fu time motnerand successful fatner to ]ove care and nurture. Expenses paid. Call Terry & Bob I
800-652-6183.

Ben

(2^96-^77.
cost for classifiedsis
$5.00 for the first 20 words
after
mdls cents a word

.

.

All classifiedsand
personalsmust be
submittedby Friday
for
at g
Thursday edition,
Pre-pay please,

_^_

Available:2 rooms to sublet in 3
resource support for low-income
people.Stipend of over $800/mo, bedroom apartment, June-Sept.
$400 + utilities.Pref.female. (206)
264-7580.

*

(206)723-7310.

[

i

Personals
To my favorite C-heads—
Thanks for making this year
worthwhile;can't

wait tostart next

year with ya'll.
Love,The White Girl

AHHH! Victor! Slow down!

Thehills are alive and so is the
ghetto— with the sound of so-do-

Mills—
E-mails are good! Happy Birthday!
do-mi-so-so-ra-fa-fa-la-ti-ti!Tomy
— Lill
girl who will climb every mountain;it'sEdelweissforever.
HappyBirthdayMills + Riviech.
Get ready for a crazy weekend!
Ilove PFCHANGS!
Love,Mollstar

—

To the twoChrises at the CAC—
Youguys areso sexy.
'.

1011 East Terrace Street
Seattle, WA 98122

nii_2___

____^ x&
Wn6i6 lo yOr \4V
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Hove your witty humor andper-

sonality. Won't you give me a
chance?
—X

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
_S
I?XS^
later, dont
gjw
nftm
IXmiX^XThats
t^,T___-_3i__
"*" «C

The units have washer, dryer, dishwasher, and microwave inside.
There is exercise room & underground garage parking with
24 hours security camera recording.
Excellent for Roommates.
To find out more about the building and also
the special we are offering please visit our
Website at www.vantaqeparkapts.com
Or call us at 206-381-5878

* Confidential service
" Non-pressured environment
# Free pregnancy test
*
We |isten to y° u witn aspect

Eiizondo:

W__T_

New building 3 blocks south of Seattle University
1 bed, 2 bed/1ba, 2bed/2ba, 2bed/2bath Deluxe
Our apartments have great views of the city and Mount Rainier

"

"Bring it!"

k§k
%JP ,L^'"

AT FIRST HILL

{^^%|4 *

To the Clovers and Toros!

Candi in Xavier—
We wroteUone 2
StacksofpersonalsinCheiftan

.tud«u
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(206) 789-5676
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\ A Hour HotMne

(800) 550.4900
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new for juniors
SUPERLOW

JEANS

NEW FOR MEN

Jp

LOOSE STRAIGHT

569" JEANS

